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FAS COMMITTEE REPORT ON CLASSIFIED

RESEARCH IN UNIVERSITIES

The follaoiwg report, dmtad .4 Ootobw 1967, is bq FAS

Chairman Jag O.reCW,actixg in his oapaoity as Chairman of

the FAS Committee on CW.s.sified Resemch in the Unimwsity.

(The tect of the July 28 FAS pdicg statement on the same

mbject & contained in the September 1967 NE WSLETTER. )

On July 28 the FAS statement on “Classified Research in
the University” was sent to the 325 private colleges and
universities listed in the 1967 World Almanac along with a
covering letter from the FAS chairman. This letter z.eques~
ed “information on the policy and present practice of your
university relating to classified research.>> A total of ?9 re.
plies were received to this letter. In this report we sum-
marize the information contained in these replies along with
that r@eived from several FAS members.

A crude classification of the responses gives 37 consistent
with and supporting FAS policy, 31 with no classified re-

p search and no stated policy, and 13 with varying degrees of
departure from the FAS guidelines. It should be pointed out
that most of the replies were from small colleges which would
have difficulty obtaining classified government contracts even
if they so desired. Also it should be stressed that varying
amounts of information are contained in these leters and
that perhaps in some of the replies crucial information has
been withheld. With these shortcomings in mind, we list
some of the more prominent universities which have replied.

The following universities not only have no classified i-e.
search, but they either have a stated policy consistent with
the FAS guidelines or else they informally endorse the FAS
guidelines:

Adelphi University, Amherst College, Antioch College,
Bowdoin College, Brandeis University, Brown University,
Bucknell University, California Institute of Technology.,
Carnegie Tech—Mellon Institute, University of Califor-
nia at Berkeley, Case Instit”t+Western Reserve, Clark
University, Clarkson ColleEe of Technology, Cornell Uni-
versit y*, University of Chicago, Harvard University,
Hope College, Lehigh University, University of Miami,
Oberlin College, University of Pennsylvania*, University
of Pittsburgh, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Tufts
University, Tulane University, Temple University, Wes.
Ieyan University, Washington University, Yale Uni.wr.
sity.

(Continued m Page 5, Col. 1)
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FAS COUNCIL TO MEET IN CHICAGO

The next meeting of the FAS Council—to which all
FAS members are invited-till be held in Chicago
on January 30 and 31, 1968. As usual, this January
Council meeting coincides with the American Physical
Society meeting. The place and times of the Council
meeting will be announced in a kiter NEWSLETTER.

BETHE IS NOBEL WINNER

The FAS notes with pride mad mtisfaction the auwrd of

th@ 1967 Nobel p+”iw in phgsics to Ham A. Bethe, Cornell

Univwsitu ph@o&, and bmg.tiww member of the FA,g

AdvisoW Panel. The FAS as am ovgwnizaticm, and wwng of

its nwnbws as i%ditiduuk, w-e d,eeply indebted to Pvojmwr

Beth@ fov hi8 W& and helpful WWZW1,

NEWS ITEMS

A new study indimtes that the technological gap between
the U.S. and other advanced Western countries will continue
to widm. The study, by the Organization of Economic Coop.
eration and Development, finds that the U.S. spends about
three times as much as all of Western Europe on research
for and development of new produc+s and processes. The U.S.
has about 700,000 scientists, engineers, and technicians at
work in R&khalf again M many as d of Western Europe
combined. (Japan ranks second to the U.S. among non-mm-
munist countries, with 180,000 in the same occupational
groups. ) The U.S. now spends about 3.4?4 of its gross na-
tional product (GNP) on research and development; Britain
is second with 2.3?%. (New York Times; 5 October 1967)

*****

In a protesk against U.S. policies in Vietnam, Soviet
physicist Vasily Yemelyarvm turned down tbe Atoms-for-
Peace Award. Yemelyanov is best known as the long-time
Soviet representative to the IAEA and the head of the Soviet
Administration for the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy.
Other recipients of this year’s award—those willing to accept
it—are W. Bennett Lewis of Canada, Bertram L. Gold-
schmidt of France, and L 1. Rabi of the U.S. The Atoms-for-
Peace Awards were begun in 1955 and are financed by the
Ford Foundation. They have been presented on seven occa-
sions since their founding, and none has been given since
1963. (New York Times; 12 October 1967)

*****

Sir John Cockcroft died on September 16th, at the age of
70. Sir John, a 1951 Nobel Prize winner, headed Britain’s
nuclear research establishment at Harwell after World War
H and probably did more than any other man to put Britain
in the forefront of tba peaceful uses of nuelea.r ener~y.
About ten days before his death, be had been elected presi-
dent of the Pugwash Conferences, succeeding Bertrand
Russell. (New York Times; 19 September 1967)

*****

The U.S. is on record as considering tbe exploration and
use of the ocean floor comparable in importance to the
exploration of space. The U.S. view was put forth by Ambas-
sador Goldberg in the United Nations, in the context of a
general agreement that the question of regulating the sea
bottom should be Eiven urgent study. Concern has recently
been expressed by several small countries that, without

(Continued on Page 4, Cd. 2)
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OREAR LETTERTO SCIENCE ON

ABM DEPLOYMENT

FoRow<%g i8 the test of a lettev to the Editor of
SCIENCEf?o’m Jay Orear, who wm”tt?s, in this caxe, as an
individual and not us FAS Chaiwnan.

Cornell University
Laboratory of N;clear Studies
Ithaca, New York
October 18, 1967

One of the traditional responsibilities scientists have to
the public is *O prcrtect it from scientific hoaxes whether
Iargeor small. A case can be made that the proposed 5 bil-
lion doRar ABM system is the most expensive scientific hoax
in the history of man. It is ominous that no proponents of
the “thin” ABM system have made any mention of the
possibility of radar blackout by precursor high-altitude
nuclez explosions. Yet in the last days of nuclear testing
there m.as much discussion of this point and many high
altitude nuclear tests were conducted by both the USSR and
the USA. Muehinformationwas obtainedandp resumablyit
is now known how many explosions the Chinese will need to
blackout our long-range radar. Not having access to this
information, 1 would make an educated guess that it only
takes one explosion per long-range radar station. I would
then conclude that the Chinese could defeat the 5 billion
dollar system by just 4 or 5 precursor explosions. (The pro-
posed “thin” system only provides for long-range protection
of cities.) The long-range part of the system could also be
defeated by use of inexpensive, lightweight decoys witbout
any “waste” of the first 4 or 5 missiles.

Perhaps an even more serious danger will be the tempta-
tionto maintain a “foolproof” defense from Chinese missiles.
Our defense maybe closet ofoolproof when the Chinese have
only a few ICBMS, but at that time Chinese production wfR
be increasing rapidly. Would not the Russians expect that
there will be irresistible pressures for us to match the
Chinese increase of ICBMS with a comesponding increase in
our ABMs? Hence, to go ahead with deployment of any
ABM system will force the Russians to plan ahead for
increased ICBM production. Now that we are so close to
achieving an end to the nuclear arms race, ik would be a
shame to throw all this away. The United States has ceased
production of additional ICBMS and one would have expected
the Russians to follow suit as soon as they had reached some
kind of parity.

Not only should the public be warned by us that some
scientific shortcomings of the proposed ABM system are
being kept secret, but that such a system is very likely to
start anew the nuclear arms race which had almost come to
a stop in terms of numbers of delivery vehicles.

Sincerely yours,
Jay Orear

FAS NEWSLETTER
Fublished monthly except during July and August by

the Federation of American Scientists, 2025. Eye St.,
N.W., Washington, D. C., 20006. Subscmptlon prme:
$2.00 per year.
Chairman Jay Orear
The FAS Newsletter is prepared in Washington.
Editor: Harriettte L. Phelps.

ApprOx. clOsing date for this issue: 31 Oct@ber 1967.
The FAS, founded in 1946, is a national organization

of sc?ent,sts and engineers concerned with the impact
of science on national and world affairs.

Sources of information (given in the articles in
parentheses) are for further reference. Items reprinted
directly from other publications are designated as such
in an introductory paragraph.
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STATEMENT FROM SEVENTEENTH

PUGWASH CONFERENCE /“’-+

The 17th Pugvm8h Conf e$wtce, attended bg a numbw of
FAS members, met in Sweden in September. Follot&g is
the tezt of the statwnemt issued bu the Pugwash Contint&g
Committee after the Coxf@renoa

The Seventeenth Pugwash Conference on Science and
World Affairs, marking the 10th, Anniversary of the founds.
tmn of the Conferences, met m Rmmebp, Sweden, from
September 3-8, 1967. It was attended by about 200 partici-
pants from more than 40 countries.

The discussions showed that there was a broad and deep
c?ncern among the participants at the gravity of the world
ytuation. Armaments multlply and their destructive power
increases. There M no progress in dmarmarnent and nuclear
weapons are spreading. Radical new weapons are contimml-
ly developed. Local wars break out, devastating the popula-
tions involved, and threatening escalation into major con.
flicts. The gap between the rich and poor countries mm

Ywider m nutrition, m industry, in science. Urgent an sm.
tmnec! efforts are necessary to avoid an impending crisis
and to create the prosperous, stable and peaceful world
which science has made possible.

Science and technology have brought many benefits to
the world and can continue to do so in the futnre. But
scientists must increasingly broaden their activities into still
vnder fields. They must put all their strength into helping
to solve the many problems invol”ed in ensuring a peaceful
future. The reputation of scientists, of science itself, the
future directions of our civilization, aR are at stake.

It was under the spur of this sense of urgency that the
17th Pugwash Conference went about its work. To accom-
plish its studies the Conference divided into seven working
groups and in what follows the findings of these working
groups are summarized.

7-X

Problems of Disarmament

Texts of the drafts on tbe nuclear ?mn-voliferatiom t?w.tg
submitted by the U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. to the 18-Nation Dis-
armament Conference were examined by one of the working
groups. It was concluded that acceptance of a treaty based
on these drafts would be a major step in preventin further

fproliferation of nuclear weapons and in reducing t e threat
of nuclear war. Completion of negotiations on the treaty, in
particular the resolution of differences arising with respect
to Article III, dealing with the control system, and the
acceptance of the treaty by all states should be accomplished
at the earliest possible date.

The group examined objections to the treaty. Althmgh it
regarded objections relating to the control system as exag.
.gerated, !t believed that it would be useful to allay such
fear;, as far as possible, by minimizing the intrusiveness of
the inspection. For tbe same reason, it was suggested that
it would be desirable eventually to subject the peaceful
nuclear facilities of the nuclear weapons states to the same
inspection as is required of the non-nucl~ar states. The mm.
tro~ system of the Intematmnal Atom.m Energy Agency,
wluch has already. been accepted by more th?n 90. countri~,
appears ~ be ent~ely adewate for the reqmred inspection.

Because of the very great importance of early agree-
ment on the non-proliferation treaty, it would be a mistake
to make acceptance ccmkingent on any other spmific arms
control or disarmament measures. It can be expected that
agreement on the non-proliferation treaty would have such
a urofound effect on the rmlitical climate in the world that
th~ prospeots for other arks control and disarmament mess.
nres involving tbe nuclear powers would be improved. It
would also be very helpful if, at this time, nuclear weapon
states would expre~s their willingness at least to initiate dis-
cussions and studies of other d,sannament measures that
might be implemented following negotiation of the nuclem
non-proliferation treaty. Some examples suggested include =
tbe following: an extension of the nuclear test ban to cover
underground tests; early discussion of measures to Emit
and reverse the arms race in both strategic offensive and
ABM def ence systems; a cutoff of productwn and reduction
of stocks of fissile materials for weapons use: the establish-

(Continued on Page 3, Cl. 1)
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ABM PANEL DISCUSSIONS AT AAAS MEETINGS

Of probable intevest to FAS mewtbe~s attending the Decem.bew rneetinga of the American Awxiation fwr the

Advanmnwnt of SC&WWein NW York is the following ( tf?ntative ) program:

Tuesday, December 26, 2:OO P.M. -. Georgian Ballroom A, Americana Hotel

“Is Def en%? Agsinst Ballistic Missiles Possible ?,,

M. L. GcJdberger, Princeton University: Moderator

Richard Garwin, IBM Watson Labs., Columbia University: ABM and tbe Nuclear Arms Race

Hans Bethe, Cornell University: Penetration Aids

Daniel Fink, General Electric Valley Forge Space & Missile Center: Technical Evolution of U.S. ABM Systems

Frzeman Dyscm, Inst. f m’ Advanced Study: Soviet ABM Fro.gram

Wednesday, December 27, 9:00 A.M. - Georgian Ballroom A, Americana Hotel

“The Impact of Ballistic Missile Defense,j

Marvin Kalkstein, State University of New York at S$ony Brook: Moderator

Philip Farley, State Dept.: ABM and American Foreign Policy

D. G. Brenna.n, Hudson Institute: A Defense-Oriented Strategy

Leonard Rodberg, University of Maryland: Arms Control Implications of ABM

Adam Yarmolinsky, Harvard University: The Political Impact of ABM

PUGWASH CONFERENCE
(Continued from Page 2)

ment of. nuclear free zones; and limitations on the ‘cmsTIcin
conventional arms.

It was suggested that a useful mechanism for moving in
this direction would be the undertaking of obligations by tbe
nuclear-weapons-skates not to use nuclear weapons against
those states which accede to the treaty, which do not possess
nuclear weapons, and which give. assurance that no nuclear
weapons are located on them ternt.orles.

Other Measures Towards Disarmament

In considering the problem of limiting levels of strategic
%uclear weapons, it was concluded that the possibilityy of
coupling limitations on ballistic missile defences wit’h limita-
tions on strakexic offensive systems, should be thorouzhlv
explored with h~gh priority. -

In considering a comprehemive test ban it was agreed
that technical capabilities now exist for extending the test
ban to include testing nnderflonnd, the nuclear powers
should be urged to undertake negotiations to this end at the
earliest possible date.

Turning from the problems of arms limitation to those of
dkarmament, it was noted that there has been no progress
toward substantial world disarmament in recent years. A
serious cmnplication has been the repeated outbreak of local
wars-often fearfully damaging in themselves. Moreover by
increasing international tension and weakening international
security arrangements, they make negotiations towards dis-
armament much more difficult. AII additional serious com-
Dlicatinx factor is that militarv research continues to nro.
?luce neti or greatly improved w;apons and weapons syst;ms.
These new weapons tend to accelerate the arms race and
seriously complicate the search and negotiation for agreed
measures of disarmament.

A treaty to ban further research cm weapons of mass
destruction was prop+sed as meriting furtbe~ study, even
though the problems of negotiating and momtoring such a
treaty atmear f omrudable.. .

It is particularly important to take all possible measures
toavoid fzmthw militan”mtion of the oceazs and outer space.
Internationalization of the ocean floor,, with a prohibition of
all military use, is an interesting possibility. A specific sug-
gestion was to establish, under U. N. auspices, a sonar detec-

tion network to permit world-wide monitoring of all sub
marines capable of launching nuclear weapons.

The development and use of new and more dangerous
chemical mzd biological weo,pcm.s is one of the major prob-
lems of the coming years. Scientific and technical analyses of
these weapons could increase public awareness of the dam
gers inherent in them.

It is extremely important that all nations adhere strictly
to the Geneva Protocol of 1925, which was unanimomly
endorsed by the U. N. in 1966. We therefore call on all
nations to refrain, in any conflict between nations, from the
use of any qhemical and biological weapons whatsoever. We
also urge wg’orous effort? towards a fmma.1 treaty, to be
signed by all natmns, wh,ch would prohibit both the use of
and the transfer to other nations of all chemical and
biolo~ical weapons.

Prevention and Resolution of Conflicts

Working groups which considered these issues arrived at
the following conclusions. International conflicts, even of a
local character, are aggravated by the shar division of the

/w?rld into military bloc?, leading to the anger of world-
vnde escalation of contllcts when these blocs become in.
volved. It IS therefore more and more important to stop exist-
ing cotiicts sad to find methods of preventing future ones.
Even de-escalation of existing confl:cts would be a step
towards creating a better atmosphere in international re!a.
tipns. The, United Nations, should, be univama} and should be
green an mcreasmg role m settling and preventing interna-
tional contiicts.

In Europe, in particular, all existing frontiers should be
recognized. It would help European security if all states
wem to recognize the German Democratic Republic, with
its present borders, and if both German states were admitted
to the U. N., all this without prejudice to their possible
future re-unification. The armaments and military budgets
of both German states should be” substantially reduced. All
European states should sign a treaty f crbidding the use of
force in international relations, and should establish means
for settling disputes. It is in the u?teres.ts of European secu.
rity that, as soon as a non.-prohferation treaty is agreed
upon, ?11 EtITOpean states, mcludmg both German states,
ratify It.

(Continued on Page 4, 0.1. 1)
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PUGWASH CONFERENCE
(Continued from Page 3)

Current conflicts in Vietnam, the Near East and Africa m-e
$auses of terrible suffering and can at any moment evolve
mto a world-wide thermonuclear war.

As regards Vietnam, it is necessary
(a) that the bombing o,f ,North Vietnam be stopped imme-

diately and unconditionally;

(b) that following that cessation, negotiations far a peacs-
ful settlement begin without delay;

(c) subsequently a conference be convened to establisb a
stable peace in all of South-East Asia.

The Middle-East conflict was the object of a long discus-
sion, but no “general agreement was reached.

In the southern pa~t of the African continent tbe move-
ment towards national independence and democratic govern.
ment has been retarded and has even retrogressed. While,
understandably, calls at the United Nations for action are
becoming more and more impassioned, there is no sign of
effecti~e action through the United Nations, or even of full
implementation of U. N. resolutions. All great powers should
do much more to implement U. N. principles in Minim.

Serious concern was expressed about the tragic events in
Nigeria which caused thousands of deaths and millions of
refugees.

International Scientific Proiects

In the discussion on international scientific projects par-
ticular attention was directed to the earlier Pug-wash pro-
posal to establish an International So{woe Fozmdatiwt. This
would permit young scientists in the developing countries
to undertake research programmed for which theu countries
are not able to provide. Such a Foundation would help to
reduce the loss of scientists from countries for which the
retention of their scientifically trained youth is vital.

An appropriate U. N. organization should consider tbe
f~asibility of establishing the International Science Fomxla-
tlon w,tbin the framework of the U. N.

In reviewing progress of the International Biological P?w-
gnzmwt., attention was directed to its satisfactory progress
in the =icher countries but the failure to develop it in the
pcmer countries, due largely to shortage of funds. Yet, for
such countries, the implementation of the Progmmmw is
particularly important, and ways to obtain the necessary
support must be found.

Pre”ious remmmendations were endorsed that efforts nmst
be made bo facilitate the travel of scientists to international
conferences and t? increase the opportunities for scientists
to work temporary in other mmntries.

Development, Education and Technology

The Problem of World Food Supply was discussed. More
than a fifth of the population of the poorer countries of the
world is living on a near starvation diet, well below their
physiological needs. Limitation of the oowth of populations
is essential, but will be of little help in the short mm. If
disaster is to be avoided,, immediate action is necessary to
increase food supply, primarily by improvement of mop
yields.

Relatively little is known about the production of essential
food stuffs in the tropics. The problem is not simply one of
transfening technpl?gy nor in i@elf exclusively technologi-
cal: there are rehgmus, econormc and social factors.

Intimately linked to the problem of increased food supply
is that of rapid economic development. The developed nations
can ,grea,tly help here, utilizing a combination of multilateral
and bilateral modes of tedmical assistance. There should aIS+O

be a study pf methods for facilitating a transfer of technol-
Ogy. frOm @ust~ial ~nterwises in developed countries to
mmb,r organmstmns m developing ccmntnes. Intimate col-
laboration between scientists of develonhm and develmmd
countries is essential for the suc~ess- of sdl th>se
programmed.

An example of a feasible and potentially very useful
technical project is the creation of agro-industrial POWW
complexes in coastal. deserts or semi-desert fertile areas.
These could boost regsonal $ood supplies in an unprecedented
fashion and create a breakthrough in industrialization. They
would be baaed on large nuclear reactor systems producing
cheap heat energy and electric power for desalination of
water and for fertilizer production. The economies of entire
regions could be profoundly transformed by large projects
of this sort.

The total E-UPPIYof scientists and mgineer8 is barely
adeauata for the needs. Furtbemmre. there is a Imp. seale. . . ..

?n-eciallvmig;ation of scientists, etiineers, arid physi;i~--;;.
from the devekmuw to the develo~ed countries. FWIIIS ,

. ..r-.
manpower more nea;ly to th~ needs of local d.. . ..=.__.
and to make attractive workimz mmortunities for th,

;f
legal control or i’estliction of this migration are conceivable
but were considered gene~a~~y objectionable. The developing
countries have a resmmsdxhtv to match m,+,m,t of trained

ie”elomner+

scientists and technologists. The ‘dev~ioped countries c,ugl~
to aim to produce more scientists than they need so that
scme could be avadable to work in other parts of the world.

A possible immediate step to help increase numbers of
scientists and engineers in developing countries is to create
a massive scholarship progrmmne fm students from these
areas to be trained in developed countries and ultimately to
be available for the many technical organizations and other
tasks in their home ccwntries.

Further recommendations include aid in the world develop-
ment of tedmology; a study of the application of technology
(satellite communication, new methods, aids, etc. ) bo ed”ca.
tion; and, to consider rneana of assisting devek,p~ ~ountfies
to estabhsh well equipped international centres of research. ~.

Social Responsibilities of Scientists

and the Future of Pugwash

In the face of tbe dangerous conflicts now raging, and the
many hard long-range problems facing mankind, scientists
must increase their efforts fio heIp in the creation of a peace.
ful and increasingly prosperous world. Many of the dangers
facing mankind are associated with the advancement of
science, and their resolu~ion depends critically on a con-
structive application of science and technology. In this situa.
tion, it is an evasion of responsibility when scientists tifi-
draw complacently into their laboratories, and are inditTer-
ent to the consequences of their discoveries and the fate of
mankind.

The scientists involved in the Pugwash Movement accept
these responsibilities. At this 11’th Conf er,mce the patiici-
pants agreed to expand the Pugwash activities, by involving
more scientists, engine~rs, and scholars, partkUkT]J. those
of tihe younger gmeratlon, in Its work. It is planned to ar-
range, in addition to annual general conferences, symposia
for a more thorough exploration of such difficult problems
as disarmament, education for life in the scientific age, and
development of the technologically underdeveloped parts of
the world.

NSWS ITEMS

(Continued from page 1)

U.N. action, bigger powers might siege control of the sea
bed which represents about 70% of the world’s surface. A
Maltese proposal suggests that no nation should be allowed
to claim territorial rights over any part of the sea bottom ‘-
beyond the continental shelf. The proposal also urges that
“the net financial benefits derived fmm the use and exploita-
tion of the sea bed and of the ocean floor shall be used
P~imarily to promote the development of poor countries.~f
(New York Times; 22 September 1967)

(Continued cm Page 5, Col. 2)
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FAS COMMITTEE REPORT
(Continued from Page 1)

The three with an asterisk (Cal Tech, Cornell, and Penn)
have policy statements which depart from the FAS guide-
lines in only one respect: their policy statements would per-
mit classified research in university owned laboratories off
campus. This has been a matter of recent controversy at
Cornell and Penn. It seems clear at this time that the
relation between Cornell University and Cornell Aeronauti-
cal Laboratory will be changed in a significant way. Cornell’s
president and p~ovost ha~e resigned as chairman and ~ice
chairman of the C.A.L. Board of Directors and the Cornell
Board of Trustees has a committee which is scheduled to
announce recommended changes by January. The letter from
the Vice-Provost for Research at Penn states ‘<Our relation
to that Center (University City Science Center) is under
further study at this time and we expect a clarification dur-
ing the coming year.”

The following institutions have no classified research *t
the present time and either have no stated policy, or a policy
unknown to us, or a stated policy which might permit clas-
sified research:

Allegehny College, Columbia University Teachers College,
Connecticut College, Drexel Institute of Technology, Uni-
versity of Evansville, Ithaca College, Knox College, Little
Rock University, Princeton University, Reed College,
Trinity College, Tuskegee Institute, Vassar College,
Wheaton College, University of Bridgeport, Betbany
College.

At present neither Brookba~en Natione.1 Laboratory nor
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory at Berkeley have classified
research, although they have no policy forbidding it. Other
high energy accelerator laboratories such as SLAC, CEA,
the National Accelerator Laboratory, and Cornell 10 Gev
Synchrotrons do have policy forhidd,ng classified research.
The only exception is Argonne National Laboratory which
still has a small amount of classified research in progress.
A university which almost qualifies for the above category
is the University of Illinois which officially discourages, but
does not strictly prohibit classified ~esemch. At present it
has only one classified project.

The following universities have some amount of classified
research in progress either on or off campus:

Albany Medical College of Union University, Colby Col-
lege, Columbia University, Johns Hopkins University,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, New York Uni-
versity, Penn State, Stanford University, University of
Washington, University of Minnesota.

The situation is changing rapidly at some of the universities
in this category. For example, the letter from Columbia Uni-
versity states “We have had classitid research at the Elec-
tronics Research Laboratory (on-campus), but those labora-
tories are now being spun off as the Riverside Research
Institute, a corporation in which we have no ownership.”
Presumably Columbia has now reached the point where it
has no classified research on campus. The letter from the
provost of Johns Hopkins states “We are now undertaking a
reevaluation of our own views in this matter, hence it is
impossible for me to send you, at the moment, a statement
of university policy. . . . Meanwhile, it would be most helpful,
as we struggle with this very difficult problem, to know not
only your views but the results of your study.” The only pol-
icy statement we have received which still permits classified
theses is from M.I.T.

In the Iiiht of the rapid changes taking place, we would
not recommend job-hunters to boycott the third category of
universities listed above. This list is not intended to be
analogns to the AAUP list of censured universities. Much
more irmestigation amd study would be needed before such a
list could he prepared. It would be helpful, however, if both
iob-hunters and existins staff members would make inauiries
;S to the classified rese;rch policies of the university in”ques-
tion and to express their disapproval of any policy or prac-
tice which compromises freedom of discussion or criticism.

——---- --—-----

NEWS ITSMS

(Continued from Page 4)

New concern with the “brain drain” emanates from
Britain. A comprehensive repent, sponsored by the British
Government, finds that two out of five new engineers and
one out of five scientists are deserting Britain annually for
jobs in the United States and other countries. The report
notes that emigration of scientists and engineers had almost
doubled to abowt 6200 in 1966 from 3200 in 1961. The flow
to North America has quadrupled. Remedies suggested in-
clude better all-around recognition of scientists and engi-
neers, a tax structure to permit higher salaries in industry,
and a yearly review of the British Government’s research
and development programs. (Nwu York Times; 11 and 16
October 1967.

****.

A new boo!c suggests that computers pose a growing
menace to privacy. The book, “Privacy and Freedom,” by
Prof. Alan F. Weston of Columbia University, is the product
of a four-year study sponsored by the Association of the
Bar of the City of New York. It is the most comprehensive
study to date of the social, political, and legal aspects of
privacy in relation to technological change. Weston notes
that the trend toward greatly increased collection of per-
sonal data, its exohange, and its consolidation (n’to central
data banks is a serious threat to privacy in the coming
decade. He urges that legal and ethical policies be developed
to avoid indiscriminate use of computerized data. (New
Yo?k Times; 17 Sept. 1967)

*****

In an earlier development, a group of American authori-
ties in international law called for a United Nations study of
the potential threat to individual freedom posed by comput-
ers, wire tapping, and eavesdropping devices. The call came
from the Commission to Study the Organization of Peace,
and was drafted by Frofessor (and FAS member) Louis B.
Sohn, of Harvard. (New York Times; 5 Sept. 1967)

*****

Two new high energy accelerators are in operation. The
Stanford linear electronic accelerator was dedicated on Sep-
tember 9th. The two-mile long, $114 million machine has
reached its design energy of 20 billion electron volts. Nsw
York Times; 10 Sept. 1967)
A new So~iet machine, near the town of Serpukhov, south of
Moscow, is reported to have accelerated protons to 76 BEV.
So far, the proton current has been held to low levels. The
design energy of the Soviet machine was 70 BEV. (New
York !f%nes; 20 October 1967)

The space treaty came into force on October 10th, when
13 nations deposited the notices of ratification in Washing-
ton. President Johnson took advantage of the occasion to
call upon Russia to help end the waste of “competitive space-
manship” by cooperating with the United States on at least
some aspects of space exploration. The space treaty came
into force ten years to the week after the launching of the
first Sputnik in 1957. The treaty (outlined in previous
NEWSLETTER) prohibits the placing of nuclear weapons
or other weapons of mass destmction in orbit, cm the moon,
or on planets; bars all military installations on the moon
and planets; forbids claims of sovereignty in space, guaran-
tees open access to installations and vehicles on the moon
and planets; and requires the return of astronauts and space
vehicles that land outside their native countries. (New York
Times; 11 October 1967)
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INTERESTING READING

“The Nuclear Industry, 1967,” 184 pp. report fmm
tke US. Atomic Energy Commission. Available from
the U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402, for $1.00. (Annual report from the AEC,
oriented toward questions of interest to private
industry. )

“Arms Control & Disarmament: A Qum’terly Bibli-
ography with Abstracts and Annotations,” Fall 1967,
107 pp. repoti from the L<brary of Congress. Available
fmm the Government PrintiM Office for 75$ (yearly
subscription is $2.50). (About 350 abstracts, mostly of
anticles, indexed by author and subject.)

“Applied Science and Technological Rrogress,” re-
port to the House Committee on Science and Astro-
nautics by the National Academy of Sciences, June
1967, 435 pp. Available from the Government Printing
Office for $1.50. (A sequel to the similar and well-
known “Basic Research and Nztional Goals?, Prepared
by the NAS Committee on Science and Public Policy,
of which IIarvey Brooks is Chairman. Seventeen chap-
ters by knowledgeable authors, with introduction and
summary. Essential reading for anyone concerned with
current questions of the role of and funding for re-
search in the U.S.)

“Soviet Union’s ‘Academic Cities’ Symbolize New
Efforts in Scientidc Research;’ New York !7%nes, 16
October 1967. “Soviet Genetics Reborn After Lysenko
Period,” New Yc-rk Times, 17 October 1967. (Two
articles in the Times series marking the 50th anniver-
sary of the Russian revolution.
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“Scholars and Secrecy: Classified Research Comes
under Criticism at More Universities,” zmticle in the
Wall Street Jo!w?vi, 25 October 1967. (Interesting ,#%

article which quotes FAS Chairman Jay Orear and
notes tbe poll—see page 1 of this NEWSLETTER—
of schools by Orear’s Committee. )

“Scientists and Engineers for L.B.J.: A War and
Three Years Latei-,>> article by Elinor LamgeY, in
.%imwe, 29 September 1967. (The founders of the
group are about equally divided: for L.B.J.; against
him; and “unhappy but uncertain.>> Interesting discus-
sion of %ssues, with many good [if undmstanda,bly
anonymous] quotes. )

“Chemical and Biological Warfare; s. special issue
(August-September, 1967) of .%ien$ist and Ci&wt.
(Essential reading for anyone interested in the subject,
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